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Multilingualism is a curse, monolingualism a blessing – that is what God appeared to
assume when he punished the people of Sinear for building a tower that should
prevent them from spreading all over the world, thus defying his will. He judged that
with their ingenuity they challenged his greatness and punished them by depriving
them of their one and common language. Stonemasons, bricklayers, mule drivers and
superintendents could no longer understand each other. They stumbled over piles of
cement that hardened in places where they were not meant to be and no longer
succeeded in coordinating the work. While previously the mutual relationships had
been excellent, the misunderstandings now led to incessant squabbling and scuffle. At
long last, the builders lost confidence in the successful outcome of their ambitious
project. They stowed away the tools that were scattered around, dragged the crane
away from the construction site, and fanned out over the earth, as God had already
ordered them doing right after the Flood. And the tower fell into disrepair and became
the symbol of how pride will have a fall.
But was it a true punishment that God, at first sight heartlessly, inflicted on the people
of Nimrod, or was it perhaps rather a blessing in disguise, an expression of his
kindness? And also an expression of his omniscience, because he knew that the
linguistic diversity he created there would be beneficial to humanity in the long run.
After all, people speaking different languages will sooner or later come into contact
with each other and each other's language. Thus, with the curse of multilingualism
over there in Babel and the confusion of tongues that ensued, God created the
precondition for the emergence of individual multilingualism: the use of at least two
languages by one and the same person. ii Even though monolingualism in a robust,
fully-fledged language – a language in which the ability to express ourselves keeps up
with the richness of our realm of thought; in which whatever is thought can be put into
words – is a blessed state of being indeed, individual multilingualism is an even more
salutary good, one with which ultimately the highest towers can be built. Especially
individual multilingualism in which all of the involved languages are highly
developed is a valuable asset. But also a combination of one strong language and one
or more weaker ones is a precious possession. Most students in our universities are
blessed with it. They have Dutch as robust mother tongue, and English as a weaker,
but still fairly well developed second language. iii
But definitely less salutary than multilingualism or monolingualism in one strong
language is the linguistic state that emerges when external factors force a welldeveloped mother tongue to be displaced by another, weaker, language. The mother

tongue will then start decaying. Because language proficiency and thinking skills are
closely intertwined, God's punishment will be merciless: Part of our ability to express
ourselves and part of our thinking capacity will be lost. In the literature on
multilingualism, this phenomenon is called subtractive bilingualism, bilingualism as a
form of subtraction. iv It is to be feared that such a process of language displacement, if
it takes place at the university, has adverse consequences for the quality of education.
In this essay I will exploit two different images of the Tower of Babel as symbols for
two of the possible states a language can be in. To symbolize an eroding mother
tongue I use a painting by the German painter Anselm Kiefer on which a crumbling
tower can be seen. To symbolize a second language that is weaker than the mother
tongue, I use one of the paintings on which Pieter Bruegel de Oude depicted Babel. I
chose his Babel in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, on which the tower looks
more unfinished than on his Babel painting in museum Boymans van Beuningen in
Rotterdam. To strengthen the idea of the uncompleted state of Bruegel's tower, you
might think of a (hoisting) crane on de construction site. I borrow that image from a
group of Euro-sceptics whose exegesis of specific European symbolism reinforces the
concern for a gradually declining mother tongue. I will come back to this later.

While we can only guess whether God indeed envisioned the emergence of individual
multilingualism when he sowed that confusion of tongues over there in Babel, the
authorities of the European Union firmly advocate this form of multilingualism in
word and deed. Their policies aim to preserve the 24 official languages and the
numerous regional and minority languages spoken in Europe and to ensure that all
European citizens acquire practical skills in at least two other languages in addition to
their mother tongue. A 2012 report on the language skills of Europeans v defines
practical language proficiency in those other languages as the ability to converse in
them and states that the majority of the population in no fewer than eight of the then
27 member states claims meeting that goal. Not a bad score at all, so it seems at first
sight. Yet, closer inspection of the figures suggests that the test-takers may amply
have overestimated their foreign-language skills, or at least have assumed that for
meeting the criterion of conversational ability it suffices to manage a basic
conversation on the little everyday things of life. Otherwise, how can it be that a
surprisingly large 77 percent of the Dutch respondents – my own countrymen –

claimed being able to hold a conversation in two foreign languages and that an
astonishing 94 percent of them stated they could do so in one foreign language? The
fact that those figures are presented without further comment suggests that the
European magistrates are already satisfied if residents of different Member States can
join for a pint on each other's territory. Another possibility is that the European
ambition for its citizens’ multilingualism is higher after all, but that, while filling out
the questionnaire, many of the Dutch respondents were misled by the time-honored
mantra that our language education is by all means excellent.
Be that as it may, the aforementioned Euro-sceptics are not convinced that the
European Union is indeed striving for multilingualism among its citizens in a form in
which the mother tongue is, and will remain, a robust building, a solid cake with at
least some abilities in using other languages as the icing on top. The sceptics base
their distrust on the intriguing symbolism with which the European Union visualizes
its objectives, a symbolism that hints at an aspiration for dominance of one and the
same language throughout Europe, just as in the same symbolism the sceptics also see
the striving for a Europe as one super-state with one super-nation. vi What they see as
the most striking reference to monolingualism as a hidden item on the agenda of the
European leaders is the form of the main tower of the building in Strasbourg that
houses the European Parliament. That tower looks remarkably unfinished, as if the
flag has never been on the ridge. It takes little imagination to see Bruegel's Viennese
Tower of Babel in its shape. And indeed, the design of the ‘Louise Weiss building’, as
it is officially called, is inspired by this painting and aims to visualize the unfinished
state of the European project.

This message that project Europe is not quite finished yet should have been buttressed
with a poster that was meant to promote the European Parliament but was soon
banned instead because of the protest that it provoked everywhere. On the poster we
see a structure that unmistakably shows a strong resemblance to Bruegel's Viennese
Babel. And that crane in the background can only symbolize that the building
activities are still in progress. With such an unambiguous reference to the Tower of
Babel under construction, the thought of a Europe resuming Nimrod’s building project
is involuntarily forced on the viewer. But the thought of a reference to an ultimately
monolingual European continent also arises, because the reason that the building

activities had not yet come to a standstill was that everyone still spoke the same
language.

And to reinforce their exegesis of this curious symbolism, the Euro-sceptics eagerly
point at the five-pointed stars that circle the tower. At first glance these refer to the
twelve stars on the European flag, the twelfth hidden behind the highest point of the
tower. But those who look more closely will notice that the points are facing
downwards, the stars unmistakably resembling inverted pentagrams. And guess what!
Since the mid-19th century for many people such pentagrams symbolize evil.
Given the dubious veracity of this enigmatic symbolism, it is advised to judge the
European leaders on their actual deeds of fact. And surely, it cannot be denied that the
European Union saves no expense to promote language diversity and multilingualism
among its citizens. It tries to promote foreign-language learning in all sorts of ways
and annually organizes the European Day of Languages. European translation services
heroically attempt to continue delivering translations between Europe's official
languages, even though the current 24 have increased the number of theoretically
possible language combinations to 552. There is a European Federation of National
Institutions for Language which unites bodies such as the Nederlandse Taalunie
(Dutch Language Union) and aims to promote linguistic diversity in Europe. In
addition, there are the mobility programs such as Socrates, Leonardo and Erasmus and
numerous other activities ensuing from the so-called Bologna Declaration. vii Although
all of these organizations and activities are primarily intended to create a European
field of education, among other things through student exchanges between Member
States, they will also contribute to the participants' knowledge of foreign languages.
But ironically, while linguistic diversity and multilingualism are important goals of all
those European programs and activities, it is not inconceivable that some of them will
stimulate a development towards monolingualism instead, in particular
monolingualism in English, the language of our recently lost son. Even though
translation technology has made impressive strides in the last decade, to provide

human expertise that enables translation in both directions between 276 language pairs
is a titanic job, also with advanced technological support viii. Some of Europe's
institutions have therefore opted for more pragmatic solutions. For example, the
Council of Europe actively promotes the official European multilingualism policy, but
it itself only works with English and French. ix And it is quite plausible that the
European mobility programs for staff and students have given a strong boost to the
unbridled anglicization of, especially, university education that is currently taking
place. The Dutch universities have the dubious honor of being Europe’s front runners
in this development. As we speak, already 76 percent of all master degree programs
and 29 percent of all bachelor degree programs that they provide are completely and
exclusively taught in English. x But no, not the European leaders are the proud bannerbearers of this process. They just happen to be caught in a Catch 22 between the
pursuit of linguistic and cultural diversity on the one hand and the further integration
of the Member States on the other hand. Not they, but we ourselves, the Dutch
universities, are the heralds of the drastic anglicization or higher education in The
Netherlands. We ourselves are Nimrod who has settled on the campus with his
encampment. xi

Many people are worried about this excessive anglicization, despite a comforting
message from the aforementioned institute, the Dutch Language Union. Last May this
institute published a research report on the state of Dutch. xii The newspaper brought
the news under the reassuring headline: “we ‘saven’ en ‘appen’ maar [de] Nederlandse
taal is sterk, ondanks Engelse invloed” (We ‘save’ and ‘app’ but [the] Dutch language
is strong, despite English influence). xiii Nevertheless, after reading the report, I was
not convinced that the anglicization of university education is not something to be
alarmed about. This was partly due to the research method that had been used and the
justification thereof. The researchers had not examined linguistic ability by looking at
actual speech by native speakers of Dutch. Instead, in a large-scale online survey they
had asked Dutch and Flemish people which language they use in all kinds of concrete
situations. The underlying idea was that the state of a language can be deduced from
the language choices made by its speakers. In this specific case: as long as Dutch is

still predominantly chosen as the language of communication in all social domains in
The Netherlands and Flanders, Dutch will be safe and not deteriorate. But the alarm
bells should start ringing when the language choices start shifting to other languages. I
quote: "Het Nederlands verliest aan vitaliteit wanneer mensen in één of meer
maatschappelijke domeinen minder Nederlands en meer andere talen gebruiken” (The
vitality of Dutch suffers when people use less Dutch and more other languages in one
or more social domains. xiv But that is exactly what is now happening in the social
domain of university education!
Another reason why I did not blindly trust the report's conclusion that Dutch is safe,
was because of its stepmotherly treatment of one specific component of the language
system, its vocabulary. In the study any influence of foreign languages on Dutch
vocabulary had been ignored because such influence is a universal phenomenon and
does not affect the structure of a language. The report gives as an example the humanresource manager who talks about “issues met stakeholders tackelen en benchmarks
en targets halen” (to tackle issues with stakeholders and to achieve benchmarks and
targets). Though the ugliness of this sentence may make you shiver, it is
grammatically correct and therefore correct Dutch, so it was stated. And indeed, my
word processing program never signaled an error when I entered that linguistic
atrocity.
But another aspect of a language's vocabulary, its size, is of crucial importance to
linguistic functionality. I previously characterized a robust, full-fledged language as a
language in which whatever can be thought can be expressed, a language that
maximizes the speaker's expressiveness. What such a language needs first and
foremost is a large vocabulary, because – though background knowledge, contextual
information, gestures, facial expressions, grammar, and prosody all contribute to the
meaning of linguistic utterances – words play the leading role in meaning assignment
and meaning transfer. Words are carriers of concepts. Lexical concepts, that is,
concepts that are expressed in a single word, are important building blocks of our
thinking, perhaps the most important. xv Therefore, not only our clarity of expression
depends on the number of words we know, but also the richness of our realm of
thought, our imaginative power, depends on the size of our vocabulary.
This fact, combined with the Orwellian abbreviation StaatNed, which pithily refers to
the state of Dutch in the aforementioned report of the Dutch Language Union,
automatically sucked me into the dystopian world of George Orwell's Nineteen eightyfour. I am sure you’ll remember: that novel depicts the totalitarian state of Oceania,
one of the three intercontinental super-states in which the world was divided after a
new world war. Oceania's official language is Newspeak, which is to supplant and
completely replace Oldspeak, Standard English, over a period of 65 years. Oceania's
regime designed Newspeak with the specific intention of guiding the population’s way
of thinking towards its ideology, English Socialism. At the same time, and no less
ominous, Newspeak should make all other ways of thinking impossible. The cadence

and structure of that stout abbreviation StaatNed are very similar to those of the
darkest words in Newspeak's vocabulary: Ingsoc, crimethink, thinkpol, sexcrime.

But the memory of Orwell's dystopian world was evoked even more strongly by the
way in which Newspeak had to curtail the thoughts of Oceania’s inhabitants, namely,
by destroying words. I quote from the appendix in which Orwell outlines the basic
principles and structure of Newspeak: “Newspeak was designed not to extend but to

diminish the range of thought, and this purpose was indirectly assisted by cutting the choice of
xvi
words down to a minimum." “Each reduction was a gain, since the smaller the area of
xvii
choice, the smaller the temptation to take thought." Newspeak was designed to promote

duckspeak, literally the quacking of a duck, but figuratively it means endless chatting.
A final quote: “Ultimately it was hoped to make articulate speech issue from the larynx
xviii
In other words, Oldspeak had to be
without involving the higher brain centres at all.”
burned at the stake, its rich vocabulary cut back meticulously, and specific words
substituted by others, and all this was intended to turn the people into thoughtless
zombies.

Perhaps the most ominous word in Newspeak's vocabulary is the word unperson. It
refers to the state tidying away someone and subsequently erasing all evidence that
this person has ever lived. xix Because in Newspeak certain parts of speech are
interchangeable, unperson is also a verb and in that case it refers to the actions that are
taken to get the person in question erased. Orwell calls this process vaporization. Its
meaning is pointedly illustrated in two photographs, one depicting Stalin and three
faithful followers. xx In the second photo, an adaptation of the original, we see only
two of them. The third, Nicolai Yezhov, had since fallen into disfavor and was
subsequently executed. I mention this dark episode in Russian history particularly
because Newspeak does something similar with words: it ‘unwords’ Oldspeak.

The point to make is this: By anglicizing university education it is unworded on an
excessively large scale. Certainly not wittingly but on the face of it carelessly, we
muzzle students’ and teachers’ ability to express themselves and pinion their thoughts
by depriving them of a large number of words and the corresponding basic building
blocks of their thinking, or at least making them less accessible. Instead of being
cherished lovingly – we do not call it our ‘woordenschat’ for no reason xxi – a large
part of our Dutch vocabulary is cold-heartedly, as if by a malicious stepmother,
directed to a far corner of our mind to gradually fall into oblivion. At the university
construction site of knowledge and academic skills, part of the building material is
annexed by the foremen. And at the same time, the rest of Dutch, our own Oldspeak,
is traded in for weaker English, for Bruegel's Viennese Babel. We create a level
playing field by imposing a lingua franca on the vast majority of our students and
teachers, both native and foreign, though this common language is weaker and less
complete than everyone's mother tongue. We do not fill the pits and holes by asking
students and teachers from abroad to learn Dutch, but dig off the entire field. And in
the resulting mud pool all those neglected words drown, and the associated concepts
suffocate. Although by all means inventive, this ‘de-impoldering’ is a form of
levelling down that is not going to make anyone happy. And yet it happens.
But how many words are actually robbed away from that building site if the
anglicization of university education continues? A rough estimate of that number can
be inferred from studies that try to find out how many words, and which ones, a
person needs to know for his linguistic skills to suffice for adequate functioning in
particular linguistic and cognitive domains. xxii There was a time when foreign students
were admitted to a Dutch university based on the results of a Dutch language
proficiency test. In those forgone days an Amsterdam study found that Dutch
freshmen know about 19,000 basic Dutch words at the start of their university
training. xxiii Prospective foreign students who had just been admitted on the basis of
their results on the entrance test knew about 11,000, so 8,000 (over 40 percent) less
than their Dutch speaking peers. Foreign senior students knew about 16,000, so still
3,000 fewer than the first-year native speakers of Dutch. I see no reason whatsoever
why the figures would be different for the English vocabulary of comparable native

and second-language speakers of English. This would mean that Dutch students
freshly starting in an English-taught program, in the Netherlands or abroad, have to
make do with about 40 percent fewer words than if they had opted for a Dutch-taught
program. xxiv
And now you may well ask: But aren’t they still there, in their mental dictionary, all
those Dutch words? Sure, but there is a risk that they gradually will be forgotten
because they can no longer be used. After all, using them would lead to
communication failures in a learning environment in which not everyone speaks
Dutch. Words that are no longer invited to the language festival bashfully crawl in
their shell, that remote corner in our memory. In terms of the construction metaphor
used before: Just like an ordinary house, language must be constantly maintained to
remain sturdy and stable. If the shutters remain closed for even one year, signs of
decay already begin to show. Language loss, also of the mother tongue, is a
commonplace phenomenon. xxv And it is plausible that with these Dutch words also the
associated concepts will gradually weaken, because the English translations of those
words are not known. To still be able to express those concepts, the speaker will have
to resort to toilsome paraphrases consisting of English words that he does know. It is
quite conceivable that he often fails to do so because of all the other cognitive
processes that take place during speech, many of them demanding attention. xxvi
----------------The central idea behind the present reasoning that there is a close connection between
linguistic ability and thinking skills is also propagated by the Dutch Language Union,
the same institute that does not yet seem to worry too much about what Dutch is
coming to. Precisely because of the close relationship between language and thinking,
the advisory body of the Language Union (de Raad voor de Nederlandse Taal en
Letteren; the Council for Dutch Language and Literature) advocates that highereducation institutions should double their efforts to boost the Dutch language skills of
their students. xxvii The Council observes that many students have problems with
academic skills such as critical thinking, analysis, and reasoning, and that at the start
of their studies, at best, only the worst linguistic deficiencies are eliminated. At the
same time, the Council notes that a level of language proficiency that is high enough
to start higher-education training may not suffice to ensure optimal professional
practice after completion of the study. Language-rich professions such as journalist,
politician, and doctor, lawyer and lecturer, priest and pastor, they all require a high
level of argumentation, reasoning and persuasion. In order to raise academic literacy –
as this set of linguistic skills is called – up to standard, the students’ Dutch language
skills should also be trained during the program. Doing so would benefit the
educational quality in all sectors of education, and thus also the language and thinking
skills in all sectors of society. In the light of this, in my view, cogent plea for a revival
of Dutch language training in higher education, it is particularly remarkable that even
many bachelor degree programs are currently exclusively offered in English. If it is
indeed the case that some of the Dutch first-year students master Dutch, their native

language, at a level that is too low to successfully complete Dutch-taught bachelor
programs, then offering all-English programs entails a real risk that the available
linguistic equipment will be insufficient for the majority of the students to make full
use of their academic potential. An often heard argument for internationalization is to
improve educational quality, and anglicizing degree programs is used as a means to
achieve that goal. As yet, it seems equally likely that the quality of education will
deteriorate rather than improve as a result of anglicization.
Other authoritative bodies, such as the Education Council xxviii and the Royal Dutch
Academy of Sciences, xxix have also expressed concerns about the unrestrained
anglicization of higher education. In addition, groups of concerned citizens united in
het Taalcollectief (the Language Collective) and the association BON-Beter
Onderwijs Nederland (Better Education Netherlands) have become involved in the
debate. xxx The threat of loss of expressive skills in Dutch and, consequently, of the
loss of eloquence, liveliness, nuance, and depth in education, is mentioned by all these
parties as a ponderous argument to recommend that language choices are made
cautiously. But other risks and objections are also mentioned, such as the decay of
Dutch into a language that is only suitable for everyday use; the alienating of large
parts of society from the university; the curious inconsistency between the widely
supported wish that everyone with a migration background should have a good
command of Dutch as quickly as possible, but that the Dutch of the most highly
educated people in society is apparently allowed to erode; and finally, an everincreasing, one-sided orientation towards, even a subordination to, an Anglo-Saxon
monoculture. We want to be cosmopolitans, but we opt for a form of
internationalization with which we mentally migrate to Oceana. xxxi
And then I have not even mentioned all those other aspects in which our proficiency in
English is no match for our fluency in Dutch. Not only does an unbalanced bilingual
typically have a much smaller vocabulary in a second language than in the mother
tongue, but also the representations of word form and word meaning of the words that
are known in the second language are weaker than those of native-language words.
The same holds for the memory connections between word form and word meaning.
As a result, word recognition and word production take longer in the second
language. xxxii
Moreover, the mental load involved in second-language use is relatively high. This
shows from studies in which subjects carry out tasks in their mother tongue and in the
second language while their brain activity is simultaneously registered. Many of the
brain areas specialized in language processing are more strongly activated when using
the second language than when using the mother tongue. xxxiii The right hemisphere
and certain areas in the prefrontal cerebral cortex that regulate our behavior are also
more strongly activated during second-language use. xxxiv These differences in brain
activation patterns while using the native language or a second language are attributed
to the lower efficiency of language processing in the second language and the
increased mental effort resulting from this lower efficiency. It is at least plausible that

this greater mental burden has negative consequences for information processing and
knowledge transfer.
But the most striking difference between using a second language or the mother
tongue is undoubtedly the almost inevitable speech accent in the second language.
Only few nonnative speakers of a language would succeed in breaking through the
enemy lines as a spy, because due to their accent they would infallibly be exposed as
intruders at the checkpoint. But even in peacetime having a nonnative speech accent
can be quite tricky. It is known that an accent negatively affects intelligibility and
comprehensibility. xxxv It also slows down information processing in the listener xxxvi
and results in the listener remembering less detail of what is being said. xxxvii
All these effects can perhaps still be considered as just minor suffering. It becomes
trickier, however, when the credibility of the speaker is at stake, and not because he is
really not to be trusted, but only because he has a speech accent. In an English
study, xxxviii subjects rated the credibility of trivia statements such as Ants don’t sleep
or A giraffe can go without water longer than a camel can, spoken by native speakers
without an accent and by second-language speakers with an accent. xxxix Before testing
began it was explicitly said that the statements did not reflect the speaker's personal
view, but were devised by the researchers. Nevertheless, they were rated as more
credible when they were spoken by a native speaker, and the stronger the accent in the
second language, the lower the credibility score. Also the utterly reliable white-flag
messenger does not get through the enemy lines. The researchers pointed to the
harmful consequences of these results for the hundreds of millions of people who use
a language other than their mother tongue every day: a speech accent can damage the
credibility of applicants, eyewitnesses, reporters, and yes, also of university teachers
and students. xl
The newspaper headlined: “Houterig accent? 1-0 achter” (Wooden accent? 1-0
behind) xli, but if all those drowned and delayed words, those trapped concepts, and
the extra effort it takes to speak and understand a second language are supper-added to
that speech accent, the score on that scoreboard is well on 5-0 behind. One has to be
very desperate about the quality of our education indeed to take all that suffering for
granted.
And that’s not all yet. By thoroughly ousting Dutch from their programs, we risk
weakening the students’ bilingualism, and this while individual multilingualism,
including bilingualism, is such a valuable asset. The most obvious advantage of
multilingualism is that it increases the radius of action of the language user, both
mentally and physically. Whole worlds are opened up in writing, and with only five
strategically chosen languages a multilingual can verbally survive on all continents
and in all countries. xlii Another obvious advantage is that multilingual people can
translate between the languages they know and thus prevent Babylonian speech
confusions. xliii

But multilingualism also yields cognitive gain. There are strong indications that
certain forms of multilingualism lead to an increased cognitive flexibility and
creativity, xliv a better developed ability to form concepts, xlv a sharper focus of attention
when performing linguistic and non-linguistic tasks, xlvi and a larger working
memory. xlvii Multilinguals also seem to have a more sophisticated metacognition than
monolinguals, i.e., they have a better understanding of their own cognitive
functioning. There are even indications that multilingualism protects against cognitive
decline in aging and that, with an equal degree of brain shrinkage, the first symptoms
of dementia occur later in life in multilinguals than in monolinguals. xlviii
Some of these positive effects only occur in multilingual people who use their
languages daily, passively and actively, and have done so for a long time. xlix But also
the unbalanced bilingualism of most of our students offers cognitive benefits. A major
cause of this is linguistic diversity. Languages differ greatly in the way they categorize
and encode the external environment, with the result that while learning and using a
specific language, attention must always be focused on certain aspects of the
environment, namely on what is encoded in the language in question. This leads to the
formation of language-specific concepts, and thus to differences in the conceptual
world and thought processes of speakers of different languages. And it leads to
speakers of multiple languages being, in Orwellian terminology, double-thinkers or
broad-thinkers. Their conceptual world is richer and more varied than that of
monolinguals, partly because they know more lexical concepts - the aforementioned
basic building blocks of our thinking. l Compared with multilingual people,
monolinguals are narrow-thinkers.
Instead of squandering this golden egg, we should polish it in degree programs that
cannot do without the use of English. In order for the students in these programs to
enjoy more advantages of multilingualism, practical and cognitive, we should
strengthen their bilingualism in a fully-fledged bilingual curriculum. In such a
curriculum Dutch and English have an equal status, not only in their use, passively
and actively, but also in the users’ perception. The extensive literature on bilingual
education of that kind shows that under these circumstances the mother tongue will
not be subject to pressure and that the second language improves substantially. li In
addition, there are the cognitive benefits mentioned above. This type of
multilingualism is like an addition with an outcome that is greater than the sum of the
constituent parts. So Dutch is a must, but certainly not all the time.

__________________________________________

Meanwhile God had monitored Nimrod's on-campus operations closely and with mild
annoyance. For in those days in Babel it had indeed been his secret intention to
advance individual multilingualism on his favorite planet, and this with the utmost

confidence that man would use that achievement for the better. But now that in the
Dutch polder a similar monolingual monolith was being erected as millennia before on
the plain of Sinear, he had no choice but to intervene and to thus adjust the course of
history. That man would subsequently build higher towers than before did not bother
him in the least, because with a smarter humanity he would willingly talk, and doing
so at the same level would greatly facilitate the conversation.

He chose the metamorphosis that seemed most effective to him, and a fraction of a
second later, Nimrod was startled in his site office from his musings by a light breeze
that brushed his cheeks. And behold! Suddenly he was sitting face to face with
European Commissioner Timmermans, the ultimate personification of the European
multilingualism policy and, moreover, a Dutchman.
The visitor was heaven-sent indeed, because he brought a message that matched
perfectly with the reflections that had just absorbed Nimrod completely. As a science
fiction devotee and a meritorious amateur linguist with a keen interest in the
relationship between language and thought, Nimrod had just reread George Orwell's
Nineteen eighty-four. And he had to admit it: Initially he was tempted by the
possibility of using language as a tool for squeezing the thinking of his people into one
and the same template in a way that would suit his ambitions.
But fortunately, just in time that other science fiction book, The languages of Pao by
Jack Vance came to mind. It relates how monolingualism had very nearly brought
about the end of the nation. The reason was that the Paonese language did not contain
any verbs or comparative constructions like good, better and best. The lack of verbs
had left the people lazy and listless, and the lack of comparisons had created a languid
culture without conflict and ambition. As a result of these language-induced cultural
features of the nation, Pao was easy prey for the inhabitants of neighboring planets. It
was therefore only a matter of time before a predatory foreign power would invade
and occupy their planet. And so it happened.
To cut a long story short, the hero of this story, Beran Panasper, who had become
multilingual in his wanderings through the universe and was keenly aware of the

power of language, introduced a new language that stimulated the reasoning power of
the Paonese people and enabled them to view the world from different perspectives.
With this broadening of their horizons, an effective strategy to expel the occupying
forces was quickly developed and peace was regained. lii
Nimrod knew what was to be done. By betting on just one language, worse still, on a
weaker version of the original, he was provoking God to the extreme. He had acted
too brashly; a tad reckless even. He sent the stonemasons, bricklayers, mule drivers,
and superintendents home, stowed away all tools, and locked the site office. Then he
drove to the control center at the Lange Houtstraat in The Hague liii, where he would
revise the design of his language tower, gathered around the drawing board with his
best architects. He had deliberately left the crane behind, because one thing he knew
for sure: Unlike at that time to Babel, to this construction site he would return, because
the land was dear to him and the foundation of the tower, the unbalanced bilingualism
of most of its inhabitants, was already pretty solid. With a number of carefully
considered adjustments the tower would be indestructible.
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